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1. Introduction 
This paper describes the morphosyntax of adjectives in Seenku as both modifiers 

and predicates. Though only a small class of lexical items can be identified as purely 
adjectival (as opposed to verbal or nominal), the lexical class reveals a number of 
interesting morphosyntactic phenomena. First, Seenku adjectives follow similar 
patterns of plurality as those found in Dan (Vydrine 2004, 2007), with reduplication 
and plural suffixation on the adjective and variable plural suffixation on the noun. 
Second, adjectival predicates involve an unexpected reflexive pronoun between the 
copular verb and the following adjective, only attested elsewhere in a small number 
of South Mande languages. I suggest that the usage of this pronoun derives from the 
fact that adjectival predication is predication of an NP, and adjectives cannot form 
their own NPs. They require a pronominal head to prop them up, and co-indexation 
with the subject results in a reflexive pronoun. 

In the following, I first provide background on Seenku and its phonology (§2), 
before discussing the category of adjectives in the language (§3). I then describe 
adjectives used as modifiers (§4), including their plural marking, and as predicates 
(§5). Finally, I compare the Seenku predicate construction to other Mande predicate 
constructions and discuss the historical origins of the reflexive pronoun before 
concluding (§6). 

2. Language background 
Seenku, also known by its exonym Sembla/Sambla, is a member of the Samogo 

group of Northwestern Mande and is spoken by 16,000 people in southwestern 
Burkina Faso. It has two primary dialects, southern Seenku (Gbeneku) spoken by 
11,000 people and northern Seenku (Timiku) spoken by 5,000 people and described 
by Prost (1971). This paper draws on primary data on the southern dialect gathered 
by the author between 2012 and 2016 in Bouendé (Gbene), Vienna, and New York 
City. 
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Before turning to the main topic of the paper, adjectives, I briefly lay out the 
morphophonological structure of the language. Seenku has undergone extensive 
reduction, leaving the vocabulary largely mono- and sesquisyllabic, a term generally 
reserved for Southeast Asian languages (Matisoff 1990, Brunelle and Pittayaporn 
2012, Butler 2014). In other words, where many other Mande languages see 
reduction or deletion of certain vowels in certain stress positions (e.g. initial 
unstressed high vowels in an iambic foot, Bambara, Green 2010), these reduction 
patterns in Seenku have resulted in restructuring and concurrent loss of the stress 
system, with the original full vowels ostensibly no longer part of the underlying 
representation. As seen in (1a), monosyllabic words can have either a short or long 
vowel, with or without a coda nasal. In the sesquisyllabic examples in (1b), a cognate 
disyllabic form or reconstruction is placed in parentheses for comparison:1 

(1a)  Monosyllabic vocabulary 
bî ‘goat’ 
tȕ ‘thatch’ 
kyɛ̏n ‘peanut’ 
bâ̰a̰ ‘balafon’ 

(1b) Sesquisyllabic vocabulary  
təgɛ̂ ‘chicken’ (cf. Proto-Mande *tɔqɛ, Vydrine 2016) 
bəlě ‘big’ (cf. bèlebéle Bamabara, Vydrine 2009) 
fənɔ̏ [frɔ̰̏] ‘monkey’ (cf. fɔnɔn, Dzùùngoo, Traoré and Traoré 1998) 

When pronouncing sesquisyllabic words slowly, most consultants do not 
reconstruct a vowel in the initial half syllable.2 It is either pronounced as a schwa or 
quickly skipped over to pronounce the following full syllable, suggesting perhaps an 
underlying representation with a consonant cluster (e.g. /tgɛ̂/) with an excrescent                                                         1 The tonal transcription system used in this paper requires brief comment. Tone is a 
property of syllable or syllable cluster (meaning the combination of a minor/half syllable 
and the main syllable of a sesquisyllabic word). As such, it is marked only once on the main 
vowel. Sesquisyllables are pronounced on the same tone as the first tone of the main 
syllable, so a word like səmâ ‘dance’ would carry H on both the minor syllable and the 
beginning of the main syllable. For consistency in marking tonal melodies, the same 
diacritics are used for contour tones on long and short vowels. On diphthongs, tone is 
marked on the second vocalic element, since the first is typically non-moraic and acts more 
like a glide. 

2 There is some variation between consultants; younger consultants typically do not 
reconstruct a vowel, while older consultants do. It is likely that this is a change in process, 
but more systematic checking with consultants of varying ages would be revealing. 
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schwa (Butler 2014). If the second consonant is a liquid, the schwa is often omitted, 
e.g. [bəlě] ~ [blě] ‘big’. 

Seenku has seven oral vowel qualities and five nasal vowel qualities: 

(2) a. Oral vowels 
  i          u 
      e      o 
          ɛ  ɔ  
       a 

 b. Nasal vowels 
  ı ̃         ũ 
        ɛ̃    ɔ̃  
       a ̃ 

Length is contrastive for all vowels. 
In addition, Seenku uses the following diphthongs: 

(3) iɛ, ie, ia, ɔɛ, oe, uɔ, uo, ua, ui 

As we can see, diphthongs cannot combine [+ATR] and [-ATR] vowels. 3 
Interestingly, the diphthong-initial vocalic element (any of /i, u, o, ɔ/) is non-moraic, 
acting as a glide while maintaining height and ATR specifications (e.g. [ɔ̯ɛ] vs. [u̯ɛ] 
vs. [o̯e]).4 This allows length to be contrastive for diphthongs as well (e.g. ı̏ boe̋ ‘their 
backs’ vs. boe̋e ‘mats’) without creating trimoraic nuclei. The ATR contrast can also 
be seen in the following pairs of words, both monomorphemic (4a) and bimorphemic 
(4b). 

(4a) kôo ‘be born’   kɔ̂ɔ ‘walk’ 
  kyȅrȅ ‘sleep’   kyɛ̏rɛ̏ ‘call’5 
(4b) ko-ȅe ‘sing’ (antipassive)  fɔ-ɛ̏ɛ ‘uproot’ (antipassive) 

                                                        3 The feature [ATR] here is used to distinguish between the mid vowels. Acoustically, 
the difference between [e]/[ɛ] and [o]/[ɔ] sounds like more than simply height differences, 
suggesting the involvement of tongue root, though instrumental measurements such as 
ultrasound have not been carried out.  4 It is unclear whether this reduction in the diphthong-initial vowel is related to the 
general initial vowel reduction seen across the language. 5 The environment VrV, especially kVrV, is the most disyllabic-sounding sequence in 
the language. I have transcribed these words as disyllabic, outside of the normal 
sesquisyllabic pattern, to reflect their phonetic realization but leave theoretical claims about 
their underlying structure for future work. 
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Given the paucity of segmental affixation in Seenku, there are not many 
opportunities to investigate synchronic ATR alternations. 

Seenku has a rich tonal system, with four level tones, captured by the following 
system of tone features (Pulleyblank 1986, McPherson 2017): 

(5) Tone features in Seenku 

 X (extra low) L (low) H (high) S (super high) 
[upper] - - + + 
[raised] - + - + 

The table in (6) illustrates the four level tones in Seenku vocabulary; note that all 
underlying H-toned singular nouns are realized as a H-X contour, argued in 
McPherson (2017) to be a repair for a tonotactic restriction against final H: 

(6)   X  L  H  S 
 Pronoun mɔ̰̏  ---  mó  mı̋  
   3SG.GEN   1SG.EMPH 1PL 

 Verb  bȁ  ---  sɔ́ɔ  ba̰̋ 
   do    sell  hit 

 Sg. Noun bɛ̏ɛ  ---  bî  sű 
   pig    goat  antelope 

 Pl. Noun ---  bɛ̀ɛ  ---  bı̋ 
     pigs    goats 

 Numeral suɛ̏  nɔ̀  soén  tő 
   three  five  one  ten 

 Adverb dɔ̰̏  kɔ̀rɔ̀  dɔ́ɔnı́  kɛ̰̋ɛ̰ 
   today  yesterday a little  tomorrow 

As the table in (6) shows, the four level tones are not equally represented in all 
morphosyntactic categories. L is the most restricted tone in the language, never 
appearing in the underlying forms of open class vocabulary like nouns and verbs. It is 
derived by plural formation in nouns, arguably due to a [+raised] tone feature 
marking the nominal plural; for more on plural formation, see §4.2 below. It would 
be tempting to view Seenku as a three-tone language, with tonal modification 
deriving the fourth level, but numerals and adverbs show evidence of all four tones in 
underlying forms. 

These four level tones can combine to form numerous contour tones. The most 
common of these is H-X (â), shown in the table above, which takes the place of 
underlying H for singular nouns and certain intransitive verb constructions. X-H (ȁá) 
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must also be an underlying contour tone, for we find on the surface a number of X-H-
X (ȁâ) tri-tone contours on singular nouns, e.g. dȁâ ‘hanging basket holder’. Other 
attested contour tones include L-S (ǎ), S-X (ä), X-S (ȁa̋), X-S-X (ȁä), H-S (áa̋), S-H 
(a̋á), X-L (ȁà), and H-L (áà), though many of these are derived either through tonal 
morphology or vowel hiatus resolution and are only found on long vowels. As we 
will see below, L-S is a common melody for adjectival stems. 

3. “Adjective” as a syntactic category 
It is a widely recognized fact that African languages tend to have very small, and 

often closed, classes of true adjectives (Welmers 1973, Houis 1977, Dixon 1982, 
Segerer 2008). Seenku is no exception. In my current data, I count up to thirteen 
stems that behave morphosyntactically as adjectives, compared to many more 
attributive meanings encoded in verbal stems and some ideophonic forms. 

There is no single set of crosslinguistic criteria to distinguish adjectives from 
other syntactic categories (usually nouns and verbs). Evidence is often drawn from 
morphophonological or morphosyntactic differences, including word order, 
agreement, tone patterns, or predicate structures (see e.g. Creissels 2005). For 
Seenku, two criteria are used to distinguish adjectives from deverbal modifiers: 1. 
Deverbal modifiers have a corresponding verb stem, which undergoes regular verbal 
inflection processes, while adjectives do not. 2. As predicates, deverbal modifiers 
typically precede the copular verb, while adjectives follow. As we will see below, 
this difference in word order correlates with the presence of a reflexive pronoun: 
adjectival predicates are obligatorily preceded by a reflexive pronoun, which is 
absent with deverbal modifiers. 

To illustrate this distinction between adjectives and deverbal modifiers, let us 
first consider the attributive forms in (7), consisting of a noun and a following 
modifier: 

(7a) jəbe̋ tiě   ‘black clothes’ 
(7b) jəbe̋  gɔ̌ɔ ‘dry clothes’ 

In each case, the modifier carries L-S tone and follows the noun. However, based 
on Criterion 1, we can distinguish ‘black’ from ‘dry’ by the fact that ‘black’ has no 
corresponding verb (8a) while ‘dry’ does (8b), suggesting that ‘dry’ as a modifier is a 
participial form derived from the verb while ‘black’ is inherently an adjective: 

(8a) Mənı̋ sḭ̀ jəbe̋ bà nɛ̋ ȁ təgȍ í tiě. 
 woman be clothes make.REAL in 3SG become.IRREAL REFL black

‘The woman is blackening the clothes.’ 
(8b) Mó ꜜsı̰̋ gɔ̂ɔ gɔ̀ɔ nɛ̋.
 1SG.EMPH be wood dry.REAL in 
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‘I am drying wood.’ 

In (8a), there is no verb for ‘blacken’, so a periphrastic causative construction 
must be used instead, translating to ‘making the clothes become black’. In (8b), by 
contrast, the stem gɔ̌ɔ is used as a verb with no change in form (the S tone is realized 
on the postposition nɛ). It is found in the same progressive construction as any regular 
active verb. In fact, there are no morphosyntactic differences between what could be 
described semantically as “qualitative verbs” and other verbs in Seenku. 

By Criterion 2, word order, we can also distinguish the two. When used 
predicatively, adjectives follow the copular verb and take a reflexive pronoun (9a). 
Deverbal modifiers precede the copular verb (9b); for comparison, (9c) shows that 
this is the same construction used with stative verbs. 

(9a) Jəgȅ sḭ̌ í tiě. 
 dog be REFL black 

‘The dog is black.’ 
(9b) Gɔ̂ɔ gɔ̌ɔ ꜜsı̰̋. 
 wood dry.PTCP be 

‘The wood is dry.’ 
(9c) Mó təgı̌ ꜜsı̰̋. 
 1SG.EMPH stand.PTCP be 

‘I am standing.’ 

The word order *jəgȅ tiě ꜜsı̰̋ was rejected as ungrammatical, prompting laughter 
from the consultants. For the majority of deverbal modifiers, placing the modifier 
after the copular verb is likewise judged ungrammatical, though gɔ̌ɔ ‘dry’ is a rare 
case that straddles the boundary between adjective and deverbal modifier and can 
come in either position. 

We can also identify several criteria distinguishing adjectives from nouns: 
1. Adjectives undergo a reduplicative plural formation process, while nouns do not. 
2. Nouns may stand alone or head a phrase, while adjectives cannot. 3. Adjectives 
and nouns employ different coordination strategies. 4. The order of head and modifier 
differs between Noun Adjective and Noun Noun constructions.  

The first criterion states that plural formation differs between the two categories: 
though both categories may undergo featural suffixation for plural (see §4.2), 
adjectives also obligatorily show initial reduplication (10a), which is ungrammatical 
on nouns (10b): 

(10a) jṵ̌ ‘long’ jú-jṵḭ̌ ‘long (pl.)’ 
(10b) jṵ̏ ‘hill’ jṵḭ̀ ‘hills’ (*jú-jṵḭ̀) 
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The vocalic and tonal changes seen on the stem can affect both nouns and 
adjectives, but the reduplication pattern is confined to adjectives. 

The second criterion distinguishing nouns and adjectives is that nouns are able to 
stand alone and head a noun phrase, while adjectives are not. I contrast this behavior 
here with a noun phrase acting as a direct object of a transitive verb: 

(11a) Mı̋ ꜜsı̰̋ [bɛ̏ɛ]NP sà̰ nɛ̋.
 1PL be pig buy.REAL in 

‘We are buying a pig.’ 
(11b) Mı̋ ꜜsı̰̋ [bɛ̏ɛ tiě]NP sà̰ nɛ̋.
 1PL be pig black buy.REAL in 

‘We are buying a black pig.’ 
(11c) Mı̋ ꜜsı̰̋ [ȁ tiě]NP sà̰ nɛ̋.
 1PL be 3SG black buy.REAL in 

‘We are buying a black one.’ 

A noun phrase can consist of a single noun, as in (11a); noun phrases can also 
involve a head noun followed by modifiers, as in (11b). However, a noun phrase 
cannot consist of an adjective alone (*[tiě]NP). In (11c), we see that ‘black’ must be 
supported by a pronoun, here the general 3SG ȁ; the phrase would be ungrammatical 
with tiě on its own. For further discussion of this pronominal structure, see §5. Of 
course, this evidence on its own does not confirm a distinction in syntactic category, 
since inalienable nouns must also obligatorily appear with a possessor (the default for 
which is the 3SG). Taken together with other evidence, however, it supports a 
differential treatment of nouns and adjectives in the language. 

The third criterion shows us that while both nouns and adjectives can be 
coordinated, each uses a different coordination strategy: 

(12a) bɛ̏ɛ tiě nɛ̋-kǎ̰-kǎ̰ 
 pig black CONJ-RED-white

‘black and white pig’ 
(12b) bɛ̏ɛ tsə̋kɛ́ bî 
 pig and goat

‘a pig and a goat’ 

The second adjective is both reduplicated and carries what appears to be a prefix 
nɛ̋-, which I have never seen with nouns.6 The reason I treat this as a prefix on the 
second adjective rather than as a free-standing conjunction is that a) the first adjective 
can be omitted, leaving its meaning implied (jȍŋma̋ nɛ̋-kǎ̰-kǎ̰ ‘a [black] and white                                                         

6 I have seen the conjunction tsə̋nɛ́ used for nouns in a text, which may have a reflex of 
this coordinating nɛ́- prefix, but this seems like a more archaic form. 
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cat’), and b) in predicate constructions, the nɛ̋- remains strictly adjacent to the 
adjective, separating it from the reflexive pronoun; see §5 below.  

The fourth criterion distinguishes Noun Adjective from Noun Noun constructions 
using word order: in the majority of cases of compound nouns I have seen thus far in 
Seenku, the head noun is on the right, meaning the modifier precedes the noun. This 
is of course the opposite of a Noun Adjective construction, where the modifier 
follows the noun. An example of each construction is given in (13), with the head 
noun underlined: 

(13a) sɛ̀-sɛ̋ kı̋ 
 RED-spider house 

‘spiderweb’ (lit. ‘spider house’) 
(13b) kî móën 
 house small 

‘small house’ 

In (13a), the noun ‘spider’ modifies the meaning of the head noun ‘house’ and 
precedes it. In (13b), the adjective ‘small’ modifies the meaning of ‘house’ but 
follows it. As the examples above also indicate, there may be tonal interactions 
between the stems in a Noun Noun compound (here, we see spreading of S), while 
nouns and adjectives show no tonal interaction. 

Finally, as we will see in (25) below, different constructions are used for 
adjectival and nominal predication. 

Based on these criteria above, we can identify a small set of stems making up a 
syntactic category of “adjective” in Seenku. These stems are listed in (14), divided up 
into Dixon’s (1982) types: 

(14) Seenku adjectival stems  
bəlě ‘big’ DIMENSION 
bɔ̋ɔ ‘tall’7 DIMENSION 
fɔ̌ɔ ‘skinny’ DIMENSION 
jṵ̌ ‘long’ DIMENSION 
móën ‘small’ DIMENSION 
nɔ́gɔ̋ ‘skinny’ DIMENSION 
ɲuɛ́ ‘bad/ugly’ VALUE 
səgɔ̌ ‘good/pretty’ VALUE 
kyəra̋ ‘fresh’ AGE/VALUE                                                         7 This form can also precede the copular verb, like a deverbal modifier, but in this 

position it takes on the meaning ‘old’ or ‘aged’ rather than ‘tall’. I treat this as an irregular, 
idiomatic construction.  
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səgȅe ‘new’ AGE 
kǎ̰ ‘white’ COLOR 
sḭɛ̰̌ ‘red’ COLOR 
tiě ‘black’ COLOR 

The semantic types of Seenku’s adjectival stems are in line with Dixon’s 
prototypical categories (with the categorical assignment of “fresh” open to 
interpretation). Morphophonologically speaking, two adjectives have unusual forms. 
First, nɔ́gɔ̋ ‘skinny’, is unusual in being disyllabic (rather than sesquisyllabic) with a 
H-S tone pattern. Second, the adjective móën ‘small’ is unusual in its H-S-X tone 
pattern in the singular. As we will see below, it also has an irregular plural form. 

The rest of the paper will focus only on the morphosyntax of these true 
adjectives. I will first address their behavior as nominal modifiers, then turn to their 
behavior as predicates. 

4. Adjectival modifiers 
As is typical for Mande, the noun precedes the modifying adjective. In Seenku, 

there is no tonal interaction between the two. 
4.1 Singular nouns with adjectives 
I begin by illustrating Noun Adjective sequences with singular nouns. These 

sequences are a simple concatenation of noun and adjective with no 
morphophonogical or morphosyntactic adjustments. 

(15a) bṵ̂ kyəra̋ ‘fresh grass’ 
(15b) jȍŋma̋ tiě ‘black cat’ 
(15c) jəgȅ bəlě ‘fat dog’ 
(15d) kî móën ‘small house’ 

The only phonological interaction between a noun and an adjective is a regular 
phonological process by which a floating nasal associated with the noun docks onto 
the following word, creating a prenasalized stop (or nasalizing sonorants, which do 
not occur word-initially except in function words). For example: 

(16) sâᴺ + bəlě  sâ mbəlě ‘big rabbit’ 

4.2 Plural nouns with adjectives 
When a plural noun is modified by an adjective, we find variation in how 

plurality is marked. In most Mande languages, plural marking (typically a suffix) 
follows the whole Noun Adjective sequence rather than the noun itself, but in 
Seenku, this is only partially true. Seenku displays a system of Noun Adjective 
plurality that most closely resembles South Mande languages like Dan (Vydrine 
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2004, 2007) in combining reduplication of the adjective, suffixation of the adjective, 
and suffixation of the noun, though the last is optional. 

To frame the discussion of adjectival plurality, I will first summarize the regular 
nominal plural. As mentioned in §2, Seenku has undergone a lot of reduction, 
affecting both stem shape as well as morphological exponence. The plural suffixes 
seen in many Mande languages, including closely related Dzùùngoo (e.g. -rí, marking 
the definite plural, Solomiac 2014), have become lost in Seenku, leaving behind only 
tonal and vocalic changes on the base. These changes are consistent with an earlier 
suffix like -rí, H-toned and with a front vowel, since the two changes we see in the 
plural are tone raising and vowel fronting: 

(17a) Tone raising 
bɛ̏ɛ  bɛ̀ɛ ‘pig(s)’ 
jəgȅ  jəgè ‘dog(s)’ 
bî  bı̋ ‘goat(s)’ 
gyî  gyı̋ ‘grindstone(s)’ 

(17b) Vowel fronting (with tone raising) 
səgȁ  səgɛ̀ ‘sheep(s)’ 
gɔ̂ɔ  gɔɛ̋ɛ ‘wood(s)’ 
sȍ  soè ‘horse(s)’ 
sű  suı̋ ‘antelope(s)’8 

In (17a), we see tone raising one step: X becomes L in the first two examples, 
while underlyingly H-toned nouns, which surface in the singular as H-X, become S. 
Nouns that are already S in the singular, as in the last example in (17b) ‘antelope’, 
remain S in the plural. In terms of vocalic changes, (17b) shows us a fronting pattern, 
where /a/ becomes [ɛ] and stems with round vowels form a diphthong with a 
harmonic front vowel matching the stem for ATR and height. As is typical for 
Seenku, the diphthong-initial element (formerly the stem vowel in the singular) is 
nonmoraic, and the original vowel length of the singular stem is transferred to the 
diphthong-final front vowel.  

I have argued that pluralization in Seenku is still a process of suffixation, but of 
floating features instantiating the meaning rather than an independent syllable or 
mora (McPherson 2017a, 2017b). The morpheme consists of two features, a tonal 
feature [+raised] yielding the tone raising in (17a) and a vocalic feature [+front] 
yielding the vowel changes in (17b). Diphthongization can be seen as a drive to                                                         

8 The term sű refers to both duikers (Sylvicapra grimmia) as well as oribis (Ourebia 
ourebi). 
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preserve the feature [+round]. Finally, if the stem vowel is already front, [+front] has 
no effect (17a), just as the tonal feature [+raised] has no audible effect on lexically S 
tones. 

Returning to plural marking with adjectives, in Seenku, plurality is obligatorily 
marked on the adjective through a combination of prefixing reduplication and 
suffixation of the plural features; reduplication is partial, copying the initial 
consonant which is followed by a fixed high vowel (whose backness depends upon 
vocalic and consonantal context).9 This construction is schematized in (18): 

(18) Schematization of plural marking on adjectives 
NOUN + RED-ADJ-PL (C1í-C1V…[+front,+raised]) 

Most adjectives already end in S tone and a front vowel, meaning the effects of 
the plural featural suffix would not be audible. However, in those cases where the 
adjective ends in a back vowel, we see the effects. The noun may also optionally 
carry the plural suffix, meaning plural can be marked up to three times in a Noun 
Adjective construction. The two options are given in (19), where (19a) is more 
common than (19b): 

(19a) NOUN RED-ADJPL 
(19b) NOUNPL RED-ADJPL 

Most commonly, the noun is left in its singular form, as in (20a): 
(20a) gɔ̂ɔ kí-kyərɛ̋ 
 wood RED-fresh.PL 

‘fresh wood (pl.)’ 
(20b) gɔ̂ɔ gú-gɔɛ̌ɛ 
 wood RED-dry.PL 

‘dry wood (pl.)’ 
(20c) səgȁ bú-bəlě 
 sheep RED-big.PL 

‘big sheep (pl.)’ 
(20d) nəgı̏ sî tí-tiě 
 cow female RED-black.PL

‘black cows’ 

In the case of (20c-d), the adjectival stems are ambiguous as to whether they have 
taken plural marking or not. Above I have assumed vacuous suffixation of the plural 
features.                                                         9  There is also some interspeaker variation in this regard, with some speakers 
reduplicating the vowel of the stem rather than using a fixed high vowel. 
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Also commonly accepted, though, are forms with plural marking on both the 
noun and the adjective: 

(21a) gɔɛ̋ɛ kí-kyərɛ̋ 
 wood.PL RED-fresh.PL 

‘fresh wood (pl.)’ 
(21b) kı̋ sí-səgèe 
 house.PL RED-new.PL 

‘new houses’ 
(21c) səgɛ̀ bú-bəlě 
 sheep.PL RED-big.PL 

‘big sheep (pl.)’ 
(21d) nəgı̏ sı̋ tí-tiě 
 cow female.PL RED-black.PL

‘black cows’ 

Here there are three markers of plurality: the plural suffix on the noun, the plural 
suffix on the adjective, and adjectival reduplication. A comparison with the forms in 
(20) shows that there is free variation: the same combination of noun and adjective 
can display different patterns of plural marking. It is possible that the different 
combinations of plural marking correlate with semantic differences like specificity or 
definiteness, but I have not found any evidence of these correlations in the data thus 
far. A larger corpus study would be needed to answer this question. 

One unusual case is found in the data in which the adjectival stem does not take 
its regular plural marking. This is shown in (22), where the noun is unmarked for 
plural and the adjective is marked with reduplication alone: 

(22) dórô mú-móën 
 child RED-small

‘small children’ 

Here, dórô ‘child’ is in the singular and móën is the singular stem for ‘small’. 
Usually the plural for ‘small’ employs an irregular plural stem məŋě, as in the 
following examples: 

(23a) ȁ tsɛ̰̀ mú-məŋě 
 3SG leg.PL RED-small.PL 

‘its little legs’ 
(23b) gɔ̂ɔ mú-məŋě 
 wood RED-small.PL 

‘little sticks’ 
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Once again, plurality is optional on the noun, but the adjective is reduplicated and 
takes its plural form. It is unclear what is driving the use of the singular stem in (22). 

With coordinated adjectives, both are marked for plural using plural reduplication 
and suffixation; plural reduplication takes the place of the coordinated reduplication 
seen in (12) above. As before, the first adjective can be omitted, leaving only the 
second carrying the conjunctive prefix; as always, plural marking on the noun is 
optional: 

(24a) jȍŋma̋ tí-tiě nɛ̋-kɛ́-kɛ̰̌ 
 cat RED-black.PL CONJ-RED-white.PL

‘black and white cats’ 
(24b) jȍŋmɛ̋ nɛ̋-kɛ́-kɛ̰̌ 
 cat.PL CONJ-RED-white.PL 

‘[black] and white cats’ 

For coordination in adjectival predicates, see §5. 
Vydrine (2007) states that reduplicative plural formation is found throughout 

South Mande and in certain Southwestern Mande languages, like Loko; data from 
Seenku shows it to be even more widespread. Solomiac (2014) also notes 
reduplication of the adjective in Dzùùngoo, suggesting that a reconstruction of this 
process back to proto-Mande may not be entirely out of the question. 

5. Adjectival predicates 
With a description of adjectival modification in place, we can now turn to 

adjectival predication, which presents its own unusual characteristics in Seenku. I 
begin by describing the most common form of adjectival predication in Seenku in 
§5.1 before turning to a couple less common strategies in §5.2. 

5.1. SUBJ ‘be’ REFL ADJ 
This section describes the most basic form of adjectival predication, offered first 

by consultants (in fact, some consultants have never offered anything different). 
Adjectival predication involves the copular auxiliary sḭ̌ ‘be’. This is the same ‘be’ 
verb found as an auxiliary in verbal constructions like the stative construction seen in 
(9c) above and progressives seen in (37) below, and is distinct from the copula kɛ́ 
used in nominal predication (never used as an auxiliary). To illustrate, we can 
compare adjectival and nominal predication in (25): 
(25a) Mó sı̰̋ ń tiě. 
 1SG.EMPH be 1SG black

‘I am black.’ 
(25b) Mó kɛ́ kərámbâ. 
 1SG.EMPH COP student 
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‘I am a student.’ 

Neither copular verb agrees with the subject; person/number is indicated entirely 
by the pronoun (or lack thereof) that precedes the verb (áwó kɛ́ ‘you (sg.) are N’, mı̋ 
kɛ́ ‘we are N’, kɛ́ ‘s/he/it is N’, etc., and áwó ꜜsı̰̋ ‘you (sg.) are ADJ’, mı̋ ꜜsı̰̋ ‘we are 
ADJ’, ȁ sḭ̌ ‘s/he/it is ADJ’, etc.). With adjectival predication, however, we see a 
surprising addition: another pronoun bound by the subject. 

The pronoun that appears before adjectives is the reflexive pronoun, which is co-
indexed with the subject. When the subject is 1SG, as in (26a), the 1SG (non-
emphatic) pronoun ń is always used. For every other person/number combination, the 
reflexive pronoun í is used instead: 

(26a) Mó ꜜsı̰̋ ń sḭɛ̰̌. 
 1SG.EMPH be 1SG red 

‘I am red.’ 
(26b) Á ꜜsı̰̋ í sḭɛ̰̌. 
 2SG be REFL red 

‘You are red.’ 
(26c) Ȁ sḭ̌ í sḭɛ̰̌. 
 3SG be REFL red 

‘S/he/it is red.’ 
(26d) Mı̋ ꜜsı̰̋ í sí-sḭɛ̰̌. 
 1PL be REFL RED-red.PL

‘We are red.’ 

The singular pronouns other than the 1SG use the reflexive pronoun í, and the 
example in (26d) show that 1PL does as well; in other words, it is only the 
combination 1SG that takes a special pronoun.  

The reflexive pronoun is also found in coordinated adjectival predicates, as in the 
following, first with both adjectives overtly coordinated (27a) and the second with the 
first adjective omitted (27b): 

(27a) Jȍŋma̋ ꜜsı̰̋ í tiě í nɛ́-kǎ̰-kǎ̰. 
 cat be REFL black REFL CONJ-RED-white

‘The cat is black and white.’ 
(27b) Jȍŋma̋ ꜜsı̰̋ í nɛ́-kǎ̰-kǎ̰. 
 cat be REFL CONJ-RED-white

‘The cat is [black] and white.’ 

Here, the reflexive pronoun occurs before each adjective (if both are used), but 
interestingly, it occurs before the conjunction, supporting an analysis in which this is 
a prefix on the adjective rather than a freestanding conjunctive morpheme. 
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Turning to plural marking in non-coordinated adjectival predicates, by far the 
most common form involves both suffixation and reduplication of the adjective, as 
we saw in modification above: 

(28a) Ì brṵḭ̀ sḭ̌ í bú-bəlě. 
 3PL nose.PL be REFL RED-big.PL

‘Their noses are big.’ 
(28b) Jȍŋmɛ̋ ꜜsı̰̋ í kí-kɛ̰̌. 
 cat.PL be REFL RED-white.PL

‘The cats are white.’ 
(28c) Bî gyȕnı̰̏ sḭ̌ í tí-tiě. 
 goat.PL eye.PL be REFL RED-black.PL

‘The goat’s eyes are black.’ 

Though one consultant rejected any attempts to use an unreduplicated form of the 
adjective, another consultant readily offered the following forms, corresponding to 
(26d) and (28c), respectively: 

(29a) Mı̋ ꜜsı̰̋ í siɛ̰̌. 
 1PL be REFL red 

‘We are red.’ 
(29b) Bî gyȕnı̰̏ sḭ̌ í tiě. 
 goat.PL eye.PL be REFL black.PL

‘The goat’s eyes are black.’ 

In other words, while reduplication is the preferred method of plural marking for 
adjectives as both modifiers and predicates, this preference is weaker in predicate 
adjectives. 

When coordinated adjectives are marked as plural, we see more variation. The 
first adjective, if mentioned, is obligatorily reduplicated using the plural CV 
reduplicant. The second adjective undergoes the full reduplication pattern 
characteristic of coordination and is optionally suffixed for plural. If the plural suffix 
is present, its effects appear in both the base and the reduplicant: 

(30a) Jȍŋmɛ̋ bɛ̋ ꜜsı̰̋ í tí-tiě í nɛ́-kǎ̰-kǎ̰. 
 cat.PL DEM.PL be REFL RED-black REFL CONJ-RED-white 

‘Those cats are black and white.’ 
(30b) Jȍŋmɛ̋ bɛ̋ ꜜsı̰̋ í tí-tiě í nɛ́-kɛ̰̌-kɛ̰̌. 
 cat.PL DEM.PL be REFL RED-black REFL CONJ-RED-white.PL 

‘Those cats are black and white.’ 

My data do not contain any cases of coordinated plural predicates in which the 
first adjective is implied rather than overt. More research is required to uncover 
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whether other plausible but unattested patterns are possible, such as plural 
reduplication of the second adjective rather than coordinated reduplication. 

5.2. Other predicate constructions 
Though the constructions in §5.1 are clearly the default in Seenku, at least one 

other predicate structure is attested. In all such cases in my data, the subject is 
modified by a demonstrative (‘this cat’, ‘this tree’, etc.). The adjective immediately 
follows the subject with no copula and no reflexive prefix, but with an X or H-X tone 
pattern rather than its usual L-S: 

(31a) (Ȁ) gɔ̂ɔ-kȕ bɛ́ bəlȅ. 
 3SG wood-plant DEM big.PRED

‘This tree is big.’ 
(31b) (Ȁ) jȍŋma̋ bɛ́ tı́ȅ. 
 3SG cat DEM black.PRED

‘This cat is black.’ 

The adjective ‘big’ in the predicate position is X, while ‘black’ is H-X. This 
suggests an underlying X vs. H tone distinction that is neutralized in the regular 
adjectival context to L-S. Interestingly, for ‘black’, the /i/ portion of the diphthong 
receives emphasis rather than being a glide, as it typically is in other cases. These 
constructions are reminiscent of present perfectives in Seenku, where intransitive 
verbs display one of three lexical melodies, X, H, or H-X. Given the distinctions laid 
out in §3, however, it is surprising that members of the core set of adjectives have 
any overlap in morphosyntactic function with verbs. I have never seen this 
construction in texts or narratives and thus it remains an open question as to its 
frequency and any semantic differences from the regular predicate construction in 
§5.1; my consultant claims they are interchangeable. 

Finally, one other form has been identified that may or may not be different from 
the default in §5.1. Consider the following: 

(32) Mó ꜜsı̰̋ ń bəlě wɛ́.
 1SG.EMPH be 1SG.REFL big ?? 

‘I am fat!’ 

The identity of wɛ́ here is not entirely clear. On the one hand, we might translate 
this as the postposition ‘with’, which would put the construction in line with what is 
seen in Guro and Wan (see 38-39 below). But on the other hand, the meaning of this 
construction appears to be emphatic, translated by my consultant using the Dioula 
emphatic dɛ, suggesting that wɛ́ might be instead an emphatic particle. Corroborating 
evidence for this hypothesis comes from the negative, which can be either: 
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(33a) Mó ɲá ń bəlě wɛ́ ŋɛ́. 
 1SG.EMPH be 1SG.REFL big ?? NEG

‘I am not fat!’ 
(33b) Mó ɲá ń bəlě ŋɛ́ wɛ́.
 1SG.EMPH be 1SG.REFL big NEG ?? 

‘I am not fat!’ 

The negative particle ŋɛ́ is clause-final in Seenku and has never before been seen 
intervening between a postposition and its noun. If wɛ́ is instead an emphatic 
discourse particle, it may have more flexibility in word order. Assuming this is the 
case, then, the constructions in (32) and (33) are in fact no different from those in 
§5.1.  

6. Discussion 
This paper has described adjectival modification and predication in Seenku. The 

patterns of modification are not substantially different from what we see elsewhere in 
Mande, with plural reduplication seen elsewhere in the Samogo group as well as in 
Southwestern and South Mande languages. The default predication strategy, on the 
other hand, is a bit more unusual.  

In many Mande languages, such as Vai and related Central Mande languages 
(Tröbs 2014), qualificative predication will follow either a nominal or a verbal 
strategy. In Vai, for instance, adjectives can follow nominal, locational, or verbal 
predication strategies. The nominal strategy is given in (34a), with a true nominal 
predicate contrasted in (34b): 

(34a) À lólì mù. 
 3SG young COP 

‘He is young.’ 
(34b) Ŋ ŋgɔ́ɔ̀ kòlà lɛ́ɛ́-mɔ̀ɔ̀ mù.
 1SG older.brother cloth weave-person COP

‘My older brother is a weaver.’ 

In both cases, the noun or the adjective precedes the copular mù. As (25) showed 
above, the copular construction used nominally in Seenku is not the same as 
adjectival predication. 

Vai adjectival predicates can also follow a locational strategy, shown in (35a) 
with a contrasting locational predicate in (35b): 

(35a) Kàíɛ̌ ɓɛ̀ kúndú.
 man.DEF LOC.COP short 

‘The man is short.’ 
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(35b) Kàlàǎ ɓɛ̀ sěŋɛ̌ mà. 
 snake LOC.COP rock.DEF surface

‘The snake is on the rock.’ 

This strategy is closer to what we see in Seenku, in that the same copular verb is 
used in both locational and adjectival predicates. However, the two constructions in 
Seenku still differ in the unusual appearance of a reflexive pronoun for adjectives, not 
present locationally: 

(36a) Á ꜜsı̰̋ í tiě. 
 2SG be LOG black 

‘You are black.’ 
(36b) Mó ꜜsı̰̋ səgḭ̂ḭ nɛ̏.
 1SG.EMPH be market in 

‘I am at the market.’ 

The Seenku adjectival predicate form also differs from any verbal forms; the 
progressive exactly mirrors (36b), including the use of a postposition, while the 
stative verbs precede the ‘be’ auxiliary: 

(37a) Mó ꜜsı̰̋ səmâ nɛ̏. 
 1SG.EMPH be dance in 

‘I am dancing.’ 
(37b) Mó təgı̌ ꜜsı̰̋.
 1SG.EMPH stand.PTCP be 

‘I am standing’ (repeated from 8c). 

Thus, in Seenku, adjectival predication is distinct from both nominal and verbal 
predication, in direct contradiction to Stassen’s (1997) Adjective Principle, that no 
language has a special way of encoding adjectival predicates. 

Looking within Samogo, Dzùùngoo likewise offers no parallels, with adjectival 
predication typically encoded through a bare SUBJ ADJ construction (Solomiac 
2014). Duungoma (Tröbs 2008) is also dissimilar, either employing a SUBJ VERB 
construction with property verbs or using nominal predication, considering the 
majority of adjectives in the language are productively derived from nouns. 
Elsewhere in Northwest Mande, Soninke mirrors Seenku’s use of L-S tone on 
adjectives (in Soninke, a L-H replacive melody is applied to predicative adjectives), 
but the predicate construction involves a post-adjectival copula and no reflexive 
pronoun (Creissels 2015). Bobo likewise shows a predicate structure in which the 
adjective resembles an intransitive verb (perhaps not dissimilar from the alternative 
Seenku construction in §5.2); no copula or reflexive pronoun are present (Kate 
Sherwood, p.c.). 
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Can we find any parallels in Mande for the Seenku reflexive construction? In 
fact, a similar construction is sparsely attested in a few South Mande languages. For 
instance, in Guro (Kuznetsova and Kuznetsova 2017), there are a couple of 
constructions with so-called qualitatives (displaying features of both adjectives and 
adverbs) that employ a reflexive pronoun. For instance: 

(38a) Fɛ̄i (lṵ̂) à é/wói tı̄ (lṵ̂) yā̰. 
 thing PL COP 3SG.REFL/3PL.RFL black PL with

‘Thing(s) is/are black.’ 
(38b) Fɛ̄i (lṵ̂) à é/*wói tı̄ (lṵ̂) yā̰. 
 thing PL COP PREP/3PL.RFL black PL with

‘Thing(s) is/are dark.’ 

In Guro, the preposition é is homophonous with the 3SG reflexive pronoun, 
making singular sentences ambiguous in their structure. With the plural, however, the 
two are distinguished, as shown in (38a). The sentence in (38b) shows that the use of 
the pronoun is correlated with semantics (subjective evaluation of the speaker, etc.); 
for the reading ‘dark’, only the preposition can be used. Of interest is the fact that the 
pronoun (as opposed to the preposition) in Guro obligatorily co-occurs with the 
postposition ‘with’ after the adjective, suggesting a literal translation like ‘It is with 
its blackness’.  

The same construction is found in Wan (Nikitina 2017), where it is the normal 
way of predicating adjectives (39a). When the subject is first or second person rather 
than third, a normal inalienable possessive pronoun is used in place of the reflexive 
(39b): 

(39a) Yàá ē kpālɛ́ yā. 
 3SG.COP REFL difficulty with

‘It is difficult.’ (lit. ‛It is with its own difficulty’)  
(39b) Lāá lā kpālɛ́ yā. 
 2SG.COP 2SG difficulty with

‘You (sg.) are difficult’ (lit. ‘You are with your own difficulty’). 

The Guro and Wan constructions are unlike Seenku, where the adjective is never 
followed by a postposition (unless the form analyzed as an emphatic in 32 is instead 
analyzed as ‘with’). The ‘with’ construction is nonetheless reminiscent of a predicate 
strategy for deverbal qualification in Seenku, where rather than placing the participle 
before the ‘be’ verb sḭ̌, it follows it, preceded by the reflexive pronoun and followed 
by the postposition ‘with’, as in: 

(40a) Kyəbɛ̋ɛ sənɛ̋ ꜜsı̰̋. 
 shoe.PL wet.PTCP be 
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‘The shoes are wet.’ 
(40b) Kyəbɛ̋ɛ ꜜsı̰̋ í sənɛ̋ wɛ̋. 
 shoe.PL be REFL wet with

‘The shoes are wet.’ 

Note the lack of plural reduplication on participial predicates. My consultant 
indicates no difference in meaning between the two forms in (40), though perhaps a 
corpus of natural speech may reveal subtle differences in usage.  

Finally, Yaure (Elizaveta Kushnir, p.c.) offers the closest parallel to Seenku 
adjectival predication. While the reflexive pronoun is found in many verbal 
resultative constructions (41a), it is also attested with a small set of seven adjectives, 
including the adjective ‘new’ (41b): 

(41a) È à é yḭ̀là̰-dì. 
 3SG.SBJ COP 3SG.REFL sleep-PTCP

‘He is asleep.’ 
(41b) Pɔ̏ à é tɛ̏lɛ̏. 
 pot COP 3SG.REFL new 

‘The pot is new.’ 

As in Seenku, no postposition follows the adjective. The construction in (41b) is 
thus an exact parallel of what we see in Seenku, though its usage in Yaure is 
reportedly much more constrained. 

The examples we have seen above show that Seenku is not the only Mande 
language to employ a reflexive pronoun in adjectival predicates, but it is unusual in 
having this be the sole (or at least the default) predicate construction with the closed 
class of adjectives. I will end this paper with a speculation of how such a construction 
could have arisen. As I noted in §3, adjectives cannot stand alone in a noun phrase; 
the adjective must always be supported by a dummy noun (like English ‘one’ in ‘a 
black one’). In Seenku, this slot is filled by the 3SG pronoun ȁ. If we consider that the 
verb ‘be’ as a copula requires an NP to follow it, then the N slot must be filled with a 
pronoun to prop up the adjective. In other words, ‘be’ [∅ Adjective]NP is 
ungrammatical for the same reason that [∅ Adjective]NP is ungrammatical elsewhere 
in the language.10 Since the subject of the adjectival predicate is co-referential with 
the adjective, the pronoun in the adjective’s NP must be co-indexed and thus surfaces 
as the reflexive. This is a similar proposal to Nikitina (2017), who argues that 
adjectives are nominal syntactic heads that require an argument. It remains to be seen 
whether this diachronic pathway is the same for all languages that use the reflexive 
pronoun in adjectival predication.                                                         10 Many thanks to Maksim Fedotov for suggesting this parallel. 
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In summary, this paper has briefly described the morphosyntax of the class of 
true adjectives in Seenku, which display interesting patterns of plural marking and an 
unusual reflexive construction when used predicatively. An interesting result of this 
study is to highlight at least two areas in which Seenku or the Samogo languages 
align more with South Mande than with their closer genetic relatives: reduplicative 
plural marking on adjectives (Samogo) and the presence of the reflexive pronoun in 
adjectival predication (Seenku), not to mention the complexity of Seenku’s tone and 
its sesquisyllabic restructuring. Future work should focus on the diachronic paths that 
led to these convergences. 

Abbreviations 

COP   copula 
DEF   definite 
DERIV  derivation 
EMPH  emphatic 
GEN  generic 
IRREAL irrealis 
LOC   locational 
PFV   perfective 

PL   plural 
PTCP   participle 
PST   past 
REAL  realis 
RED   reduplicant 
REFL  reflexive 
SG   singular 
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Laura McPherson 
The morphosyntax of adjectives in Seenku 

Seenku (Samogo, Northwestern Mande) contains a small class of adjectives, which 
differ morphosyntactically from deverbal modifiers (qualificational verbs) and nouns. This 
paper describes the morphosyntax of these adjectives as both modifiers and predicates. 
Modifiers follow the noun, with no tonal interactions. Plural marking is obligatory on the 
adjective through reduplication and suffixation, the latter of which is optionally doubled on 
the noun. As predicates, adjectives follow the copular verb but are always preceded by a 
reflexive pronoun coindexed with the subject. I compare these constructions to other Mande 
languages and suggest a diachronic path for the unusual predicate construction. 

Keywords: adjective, plural, morphosyntax, predicate, reduplication, reflexive, 
modifiers, qualification, Seenku 
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Le morphosyntaxe des adjectifs en seenku 
Le seenku (Samogo, Mandé nord-ouest) contient un inventaire limité d’adjectifs, qui 

diffèrent en morphosyntaxe des modificateurs verbaux (verbes qualificatifs) et des noms. 
Cet article décrit le morphosyntaxe de ces adjectifs en tant que déterminants et prédicats. 
Les déterminants suivent le nom sans interaction tonale. Le pluriel est obligatoirement 
marqué sur l’adjectif avec la réduplication et la suffixation, celui-ci étant facultativement 
marqué sur le nom aussi. En tant que prédicats, les adjectifs suivent le verbe copulaire mais 
ils sont toujours précédés par un pronom réfléchi co-indexé avec le sujet. Je compare ces 
constructions avec celles dans les autres langues mande et je suggère un chemin 
diachronique pour cette construction prédicative atypique. 
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Лаура МакФерсон 
Морфосинтаксис прилагательных в сеенку 

Сеенку (группа самого, северозападные манде) имеет ограниченное количество 
прилагательных, которые отличаются морфосинтаксически от глаголов-
модификаторов (квалитативных глаголов) и от существительных. В статье описан 
морфосинтаксис этих прилагательных в функции определений и предикатов. В 
функции определения, прилагательное следует за существительным, не вступая с ним 
в тональное взаимодействие. Множественное число обязательно маркируется на 
прилагательном редупликацией или суффиксацией, причём суффикс может 
факультативно присоединяться также к существительному. В функции предиката 
пилагательное следует за глаголом-копулой, помимо этого, ему обязательно 
предшествует также рефлексивное местоимение, кореферентное подлежащему. Я 
сравниваю эти конструкции с таковыми в других языках манде и предлагаю 
диахронический маршрут для этой нестандартной предикативной конструкции. 

Ключевые слова: прилагательное, множественное число, морфосинтаксис, 
предикат, редупликация, рефлексив, определение, квантификация, сеенку 


